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RELIANCE AND DISCLAIMER
This business case has been prepared by FAR Lane, For Blue and Keston Economics for 

the exclusive use of the South Coast Alliance Inc. (SCA) and for the purposes specified in 

it. This business case is supplied in good faith and reflects the knowledge, expertise, and 

experience of the consultants involved.

FAR Lane, For Blue and Keston Economics accept no responsibility whatsoever for any 

loss occasioned by any person acting or refraining from action as a result of reliance on 

the report, other than the addressee. In conducting the analysis in this business case FAR 

Lane, For Blue and Keston Economics have endeavoured to use what they consider is 

the best information available at the date of publication, including information supplied 

by the addressee. 

Unless stated otherwise, FAR Lane, For Blue and Keston Economics do not warrant the 

accuracy of any forecast or prediction in the report. Although FAR Lane, For Blue and 

Keston Economics exercise reasonable care when making forecasts or predictions, 

factors in the process, such as future market behaviour, are inherently uncertain and 

cannot be forecast or predicted reliably. FAR Lane, For Blue and Keston Economics shall 

not be liable in respect of any claim arising out of the failure of a client investment to 

perform to the advantage of the client or to the advantage of the client to the degree 

suggested or assumed in any advice or forecast given by FAR Lane, For Blue and Keston 

Economics.

Delta Echo Pty Ltd

T/A FAR Lane ABN 47 609 529 928

For Blue Pty Ltd

T/A For Blue ACN 638 580 739

Keston Economics Pty LTD

T/A Keston Economics ACN 640 013 734

The South Coast Alliance acknowledges the Noongar/Nyungar peoples of the South 

Coast region as the traditional custodians of this land and we pay our respect to their 

Elders past and present.
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The South Coast region 
has a clear opportunity 
to expand its value-add 
sector.

The South Coast region has a clear opportunity to expand its value-add sector 
to capitalise on the growing demand for cleaner, greener products, for which 
the region has clear comparative advantage. This would directly benefit existing 
and future secondary producers and strengthen the regional economy through 
enhanced industry output, net import-export position and gross regional 
product. Identified barriers to the value-add sector’s advancement could be 
addressed through a targeted support programme focused around a short-term 
(three year) engagement of a “Growth Champion” to drive industry development 
and adequately align producers with the tools and capital they need.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

The opportunity 
The South Coast region’s largest industry is primary production. Adding value to 

this industry provides a clear way to grow and diversify the economy and create 

jobs. Value-add sectors are diverse, covering food and beverage production and 

processing fibre. Secondary producers (value-adders) can utilise local primary 

produce to maximise output and generate a greater net export position for the 

region (i.e. minimising external imports and increasing the output from the original 

primary production sector).

Global agricultural markets reflect the increasing complexity of modern consumer 

demand for food safety and quality. This demand has triggered changes 

throughout the food industry and has led to greater opportunities for product 

differentiation and the potential to add value to raw commodities. However, 

there are several barriers to the expansion of existing value-add production and 

the creation of new ventures (see Market and Precedents). For the purpose of 

this business case, focus is on the food and beverage sector, as the industry 

sources product from the region’s established agriculture and fishing sectors, has 

established leaders, and clearly identified needs and challenges. The analysis 

excludes viticulture which, although a value-add sector, is relatively mature with 

established supply chains and support structures in place. 

Barriers to fully exploiting this opportunity (refer appendix 1) include:

1.  Lack of advocacy.

2. Labour shortages.

3. Lack of effective business and/or growth planning.

4. Lack of capital.

5. Disrupted supply chains.

Consultation and literature review has identified several 

barriers to adding value to the sector that could be 

addressed through enhanced advocacy, coordination 

and industry engagement.

A clear implication from this analysis is the need 

to engage with current and emerging secondary 

processors to help coordinate their growth and 

development and to overcome these barriers.

The business case recommends that the South Coast 

Alliance facilitate a short-term (three year) targeted 

support programme through the sourcing and funding 

of a “Growth Champion” to identify and address 

the needs of secondary processors to overcome 

key barriers to value-add expansion in the region 

and encourage greater industry collaboration and 

resource sharing.
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Delivering value for the South Coast region
Improving value-add capacity not only directly benefits existing and future secondary 

producers, but also strengthens the regional economy through diversification, output, net 

import-export position and gross regional product. There is potential within at least five primary 

producers in the region to improve value-adding capacity and deliver the following potential 

impacts for the Great Southern’s regional economy by 20301:

An improved regional economy will attract greater private investment, create jobs, attract 

skilled workers and their families, facilitate expanded education and training options, and 

improve the region’s profile to domestic and international markets as a producer of high-quality 

produce. This is particularly relevant to further developing the region’s clean and green image 

and would also be expected to enhance regional visitation. 

Importantly, development of the value-add sector has many cross-over implications for other 

opportunities, such as international marketing of the region, diversification of broadacre 

produce, regional organic accreditation and provenance schemes and development of the 

region’s manufacturing sector.

Expansion of the sector will capitalise on the growing demand for cleaner, greener products, 

for which the South Coast region has clear comparative advantage. Further, it responds to key 

global megatrends: globalisation and shifts in economic power, rise of technology, climate 

change and resource scarcity, demographic and social change, and rapid urbanisation.

1  Remplan 2021. *Total output includes direct effect, supply chain effect and consumption effect.

ADDITIONAL

$241M
TOTAL OUTPUT

ADDITIONAL

$32M
IN SALARIES & WAGES

ADDITIONAL

$124M
VALUE ADDED

ADDITIONAL

530
REGIONAL JOBS
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MARKET CONDITIONS & PRECEDENTS 

There are multiple markets for food and beverage value adding, with strong 

export potential and the ability to improve the region’s net export value. Below is 

an overview of key market conditions across the food and beverage value-add 

sector, generalised supply chain, selected trends, and specific precedents of 

relevant ventures or projects.

Demand conditions
Focusing on the region’s primary value-adding sector, the food and beverage 

sector is Australia’s largest manufacturing industry, accounting for 32% of the 

country’s total manufacturing turnover and worth $122 billion. The sector is made 

up of 15,000 businesses of all sizes that employ over 273,000 people; 39% of these 

employees live in regional and rural communities. Together, these businesses 

supply a diverse range of products, including meat, grains, dairy, fruits, vegetables, 

seafood, confectionery, beverages (including wine), and they cover all distribution 

channels, from retail to food service and food ingredients.

Revenue in the food and beverages segment in Australia is projected to reach 

US$4,663m in 2021 and to show an annual growth rate (CAGR 2021-2025) of 6.66%, 

resulting in a projected market volume of US$6,036m by 2025. There is growing 

demand for food products across the world and, notably, from Asia, and a growing 

global demand for cleaner, greener products, for organic accreditation, and for 

understanding provenance.
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Supply chain
The image below shows a typical supply chain for secondary processors, demonstrating the diverse range of industries supporting, or supported by, the value-add 

sector. Value-add processors in the South Coast region vary in their approach to managing the supply chain, with many relying completely on external channels, and 

others managing all or parts of the supply chain internally. 

Figure 1 – Value-add (processor) supply chain
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Precedents
The precedents in the table below are illustrative of successful value-adders in the South Coast region at different scales. Whilst primary inputs and value-add outputs are 

diverse across the sector, these businesses face a number of unified challenges and barriers to expansion, particularly knowledge of and access to capital development 

funds, effective strategic growth planning, difficulty in attracting and retaining staff, and disrupted supply chains.

Gaps and barriers
The top five gaps and barriers identified for the sector through literature review and consultations are listed below. These would all benefit through the establishment and 

ongoing efforts of a South Coast region secondary producers’ association.

1. No independent association or R&D base in the region for the wider sector.

2. Regional staff shortages.

3. Lack of effective business and/or growth planning, including access to suitable professionals and/or training.

4. Lack of capital for large-scale expansion / equipment purchasing or timely knowledge of available funding.

5. Disrupted supply chains (e.g. COVID-19 and China trade issues).

A full list of gaps and barriers is outlined in appendix 1.

PRECEDENT A: FLETCHER INTERNATIONAL 
EXPORTS

PRECEDENT B: BREDCO PRECEDENT C: ALBANY SEAFOODS

• Farm own lambs and contract other regional 

farmers.

• Process, package and freeze lamb meat and offal 

for human consumption.

•  International export frozen lamb products.

• Process meat waste into frozen blocks for export 

sale and secondary processing overseas.

• Own storage and facility to port transport 

solutions.

• Aim to expand slaughterhouse floor and develop 

new export frozen pet food value chain.

• Purchase regional grains, fruits, nuts, etc. 

(wherever viable).

• Value-add regional produce into breads, pastries 

and pasta.

• Began in Albany Farmers Market before moving 

into shop front in the CBD.

• Now sell products from the Albany Farmers 

Market, shop front, local retailers and distribute to 

Perth.

• Aim to expand operations and market reach, 

produce shelf stable pasta products and produce 

ready-made meals.

•  Operate own fishing vessels to catch wild 

Australian salmon, herring and sardines in South 

Coast region waters.

•  Produce filleted raw sardine fillets, ready to eat 

marinated sardine fillets, raw crumbed herring 

fillets, and canned salmon.

•  Currently expanding facility to gain export 

approval and implement HACCP plan to gain 

access to major supermarkets.

•  Recently established food van and employed full 

time cook.

•  Aim to improve product diversity, processing and 

packaging capacity.
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PROJECT RESOURCING, TIMEFRAMES, RISKS AND CONSTRAINTS 

Resources and timeframes
The principal action proposed is a targeted intervention to engage an experienced “Growth Champion” (GC) on a time-limited basis to engage with the sector throughout 

the region, provide coordination and advocacy and facilitate investment. The GC’s role would be to develop an operations plan to address critical regional value-add 

expansion barriers over the short- to long-term. This is a discrete project and not intended to be an on-going membership-based enterprise (though the industry may wish 

to continue under their own steam beyond the three year period).. 

Table 1. Suggested budget for three year trial for a secondary producers’ association

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION
EST. 

RESOURCING
YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3

Growth Champion Salary and related expenses. $360,000 $120,000 $120,000 $120,000

Operations Plan Engage external consultant in collaboration with GC to identify strategies to 
engage with the sector, address industry establishment / expansion barriers and 
establish viable operations for the three-year period.

$30,000 $30,000 $0 $0

Office Rent, furniture, office equipment, stationary, related expenses. $44,000 $20,000 $12,000 $12,000

Insurance Employer liability insurance. $1,500 $500 $500 $500

Travel allowance Regional travel expenses, conferences, consultations, etc. $30,000 $10,000 $10,000 $10,000

Project 
development

Web presence, virtual presence and events. $20,000 $10,000 $5,000 $5,000

Marketing / 
promotion budget

Marketing and promotion materials and delivery. $20,000 $10,000 $5,000 $5,000

Administration 

and contingency

General overheads not covered by above. $15,000 $5,000 $5,000 $5,000

Total estimated resource requirements $520,500 
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Risks and constraints
The following risks and management strategies have been identified for this project.

Table 2 – Potential project risks 

RISK DETAIL PROBABILITY CONSEQUENCE MANAGEMENT

Industry 
Engagement

Inability to engage a critical mass in the 
industry.

Possible Moderate •  Recruitment of suitability qualified Growth Champion.

•  Development of evidence-based strategic operations plan.

•  Stakeholders to review operations plan to identify if changes can 

address identified issues.

Operations 
Plan

Inability to determine route to effective  
operations within the three year period.

Unlikely Major •  Engagement of suitably qualified consultant through extensive 

tendering process.

• Flexibility in the plan to adjust activities

Effectiveness Inability to demonstrate effectiveness. 
Inability to meet determinations of 
operations plan.

Possible Major • Development of evidence-based strategic operations plan, 

including clear and achievable actions throughout the period.

• Regular performance review by key stakeholders / funding 

partners.

• Immediate cessation of activity and remedial action if critical issues 

are identified.

• Immediate cessation and remedial action if unable to meet critical 

success factors.

Addressing 

Industry 

Barriers

Inability to effectively address industry

barriers to expansion

Possible Moderate • Engage suitably qualified / experienced GC.

• Termination of GC if failing to meet obligations and employment of 

new, suitably qualified / experienced GC.
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ECONOMIC IMPACT  

Improving value-add capacity within the South Coast region not only directly benefits existing and future secondary producers, but also strengthens the regional economy, 

through diversification, output, net import-export position and gross regional product. An improved regional economy will attract greater private investment, create jobs, 

attract skilled workers and their families, facilitate expanded education and training options, and improve the region’s profile to domestic and international markets as a 

producer of high-quality produce. This is particularly relevant to further developing the region’s clean and green image and would also be expected to enhance regional 

visitation. The capacity to value-add within the region’s food and beverage industries is also important for ensuring the regional economy can adapt and respond to 

evolving market demands for more niche products, helping it to remain competitive within a global market that is highly responsive and mobile. 

Five primary producers in the region were identified as having potential to improve their value-adding capacity through capital investment. The impacts of these individual 

producers proceeding with investment into their businesses to improve value-adding capacity has the potential to deliver the following benefits to the Great Southern 

region’s economy by 2030:

Table 3: Potential economic impacts of value adding across five regional businesses in the Great Southern region by 2030*

IMPACTS BY 2030 DIRECT EFFECT SUPPLY-CHAIN EFFECT CONSUMPTION EFFECT TOTAL EFFECT

Additional Output* ($million) $153m $63m $24m $241m

Additional Employment (Jobs) 341 129 62 531

Additional Wages and Salaries 
($million)

$14m $13m $6m $32m

Additional Value-added ($million) $81m $28m $14m $124m

Source: Remplan, 2021 *The Great Southern region has been utilised in analysis as a functional regional economy. See appendix 2 for a glossary of economic terms and appendix 3 

for further details of the economic impact analysis.
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FUNDING AND INVESTORS 

Positioning
The South Coast has unique food and beverage products that add value to the 

region’s established agricultural and fishing sectors. The region’s existing assets 

and products, including its clean and green image and tourism promotion, 

can be leveraged to increase value-added production for sale to local and 

international markets. Value-added manufacturing and international marketing 

are high-leverage economic development opportunities that can be developed in 

partnership with industry.

Strategy
A suitably qualified and resourced Growth Champion could facilitate development 

of value- added research, products, businesses and infrastructure. A collaboration 

between industry and local governments could attract funding for the GC to 

facilitate the development of value-added production in the region. The GC would 

be responsible for engaging with the industry, developing partnerships, attracting 

further funding and investment, and facilitating industry development.

Funding and investment
Commitment of time and some capital investment from existing primary and 

secondary producers may be necessary to attract matching public funding. 

The SCA and individual local governments could assist through auspicing initial 

funding applications, contributing matched funding, and providing support for the 

role; e.g. office accommodation, administration support. Local SMEs would likely 

be the primary source of private investment in initial phases, though individual 

products, ventures or infrastructure may attract private equity or debt funding.

The top four potential sources of funding are identified in table 4. See appendix 6 

for the full prioritised list of relevant funding. The list of potential private investors, 

including charitable organisations is extensive and is not included on the table on 

the next page.
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Table 4. Shortlisted potential funding sources

FUNDER* WHAT THEY FUND / RELEVANCE $ AVAILABLE PRIORITY
SUGGESTED NEXT 

ACTION

Regional Economic 
Development Grants

For GC and SMEs: invests in community-driven 
projects that support efforts to create long-term 
economic growth and job sustainability in regions. 
Matched dollar-for-dollar.

Up to $250,000 per project High Engage with GSDC and 
position for future rounds.

Cooperative Research 
Centres Projects (CRC-P) 
Grants

For GC and SMEs: short-term (up to 3 years),
industry-led collaborations to:

•  Develop a product, service or process that will 

solve problems for industry and deliver real 

outcomes,

•  Benefit small to medium enterprises (SMEs),

•  Include education and training activities.

Up to $3 million per 
project

Medium Engage with
Australian government 
representatives and 
position for future rounds

Regional New Industries 

Fund

For GC: provide grants across the nine regions of 
WA to support venture creation, accelerate small-
medium enterprise growth and seed innovation 
initiatives.

No maximum, but likely 
less than $250,000 per 
project.

Medium Engage with DPIRD to 
position for when new 
rounds announced.

Building Better Regions 
Fund

For GC and SMEs: create jobs, drive economic 
growth and build stronger regional communities 
into the future. Two streams: infrastructure, and 
community investments. Matched dollar-for- 
dollar.

Up to $10million per 
project

Medium Engage with Australian 
government to position 
for when new rounds 
announced.

* Funder names include hyperlinks to relevant websites.
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STAKEHOLDERS & CALL TO ACTION

Strong stakeholder engagement and collaboration will be critical to progress this opportunity. 

Table 5. Project stakeholders and potential roles in the project

STAKEHOLDER NAME POTENTIAL ROLE

South Coast Alliance Project Specific: Potential funding partner; GC job description; interviews; GC engagement.

Operational / Ongoing: Advocacy support; planning support.

Local Government Project Specific: Potential funding partners.

Operational / Ongoing: Advocacy support; planning support; industry development approvals; potential subsidisation 

where addressing identified barriers (e.g. reduced council rates on a case-by-case basis to attract developers for 

improved worker accommodation); potential ongoing small-scale funding / development collaborations.

Industry players (value-adders) Project Specific: Engagement in project; identifying key barriers and needs; supporting GC to overcome barriers.

Operational / Ongoing: Investment attraction; development.

DPIRD Project Specific: Potential funding partner.

Operational / Ongoing: Potential funding partner to address identified barriers; advocacy support; planning support; 

collaboration.

Other State and Commonwealth agencies Project Specific: Potential funding partners.

Operational / Ongoing: Potential Policy / strategy adjustment; potential funding partners.
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The targeted intervention and Growth 
Champion will drive the coordination 
and leadership of value-adding 
capacity building within the region.  
The initiative will lead in engaging 
with secondary processors and 
drive the expansion in value-add 
development and capacity across 
the region. As a collective, engaged 
companies will lead projects 
and initiatives that provide new 
opportunities to attract a greater 
share of state and federal funding, 
as well as attract greater private 
investment, create jobs, attract skilled 
workers and their families, facilitate 
expanded education and training 
options, and improve the region’s 
profile to domestic and international 
markets as a high-quality producer 
of globally recognised brands and 
products.
 
For more information about this 
opportunity, contact the South Coast 
Alliance Executive Officer:  
ceo@southcoastalliance.org.au
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Appendix 1 – Needs and impacts 
A1.1 2016 RDA Great Southern Survey of Food Production and Processing 
A survey and mapping of agri-food businesses in the broader Great Southern region was undertaken by Regional Development Australia (RDA) Great Southern in 2016. The 
work was part of the Food Industry Innovation project with the aim of supporting collaboration between agriculture and food businesses to help reduce costs by sharing 
inputs, such as knowledge, skills, technology, and infrastructure. It is noted, however, that the report and survey focused on value adding conducted by primary producers 
themselves, rather than secondary processing of primary production by manufacturing industry value adders. Despite a strong identification of key barriers supporting the 
need for greater collaboration and resource sharing, no such initiative has since been actioned, with no clear industry champion or group to drive positive change beyond 
often unsuccessful and isolated sector establishments. 

Industry overview 
Two hundred and twelve businesses were surveyed of an estimated 2,000 businesses involved in food production in the Great Southern. The respondents represented a 
cross section of agribusiness activities although most regional agribusinesses were associated with grains and livestock production. These enterprises cover more than 99 
per cent of the region’s agricultural land and generate over 90 per cent of gross agricultural income. Fruit production and processing, including winemaking, are meaningful 
contributors while horticultural diversity is strengthened by growth in the region’s berry production, specifically strawberries and blueberries. Other meaningful agribusiness 
sectors within the region include: vegetables, fishing, aquaculture and honey production. Few respondents engaged in grain and livestock production participated in any 
value adding to their products. The majority of surveyed vegetable, fruit and speciality product businesses did value add to their raw agricultural product. 

   

Figure 7 – Proportion of respondents engaged in 
the different production enterprises 

Figure 8 – Proportion of respondents purchasing local inputs for 
value adding 

Figure 9 – Proportion of respondents identifying opportunities 
for business growth 
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Identified constraints 
Of primary interest for the current business case is the gaps and barriers that are 
perceived to hinder growth in the sector. 

Most survey respondents considered that there were opportunities for business growth 
in the region but there are significant constraints: 

• Financial risk and input costs with production risk and availability of capital limiting 
the potential for growth.  

• Logistics of delivering products to buyers at low cost - whilst the region is well serviced 
by transport companies, the points of delivery are frequently not convenient for the 
purchaser or result in additional high costs. 

• Low availability of trained staff capable of completing work unsupervised and having 
capacity for problem solving, or in fact attracting labour of any sort in more remote 
locations.  

• Government regulation - with a high level of frustration with the administration of 
regulations for development and the difficulty of navigating approvals process. 

 

 

A1.2 Australian Government Department of Industry, Science, Energy and Resources 
As detailed by the Australian Government Department of Industry, Science, Energy and Resources4, a thriving, modern food and beverage manufacturing sector is essential 
to ensuring Australia’s ongoing resilience in the face of future disruptions. To achieve this, the sector needs to optimise its modern manufacturing capabilities and create 
more value-added products that meet consumer and market demand. This will require transformative innovation to meet best-practice production standards, such as 
adopting advanced technologies, traceability, and transactional and compliance solutions. In its current state, some of the key barriers to food and beverage manufacturing 
achieving scale are identified as: 

• Technology and data sharing due to the high cost of adopting smart technologies. 
• Inconsistent availability of data. 
• Lack of data and information sharing. 
• Underutilisation of domestic inputs. 
• Lack of collaboration and integration due to integration gaps within industry and global supply chains. 
• Low rates of industry collaboration and coordination. 

 

Figure 10 – Proportion of respondents identifying specific factors that constrain the growth of 
their business 
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A1.3 Regional and sector growth and innovation 
Regions 2030: Unlocking Opportunity defines the Government’s approach to coordinate activity over five key areas. All of these imperatives for regional growth would benefit 
from the proposed project: 

Table 6 – Imperatives for regional growth 

Growth Imperative Australian Government 2030 Vision Potential 

Jobs and Economic 
Development 

Regional communities will benefit from national 
growth, attract more investment, create and 
maintain jobs and unlock their economic potential. 

Enhance relationships and partnerships within and between the public and private sectors; Enhance 
networks; Improve innovation potential; Improve small business development and accesses to relevant 
resources; Encourage business and subsequent job growth; Widen regional business markets; Improve 
visibility of and demand for regional products. 

Infrastructure 

Regional Australia is serviced by high-quality and 
safe land transport infrastructure that connects 
communities with markets and new opportunities, 
and enables safe journeys from home, to work and 
across the country 

Encourage innovative and creative business growth, providing the human/creative capital to address 
infrastructure challenges and implement innovative solutions; Open up the region to wider state, national 
and international markets, improving visibility, visitation and investment to subsequently improve transport 
networks. 

Health 
Regional communities will have better access to vital 
health services, improving long-term health 
outcomes. 

Encourage innovative and creative business growth, providing the human/creative capital to address health 
challenges and implement innovative solutions; Enhanced ability to retain and attract younger demographics 
to supplement an ageing workforce and support an ageing population. 

Education 
Regional communities will have access to better 
opportunities to learn, train and gain qualifications. 

Partnerships, program and event developments with regional educational institutes; Attraction and retention 
of residents, students and investment; Research and development opportunities; Enhanced human/creative 
capital. 

Communications 
Regional Australians will access modern and 
effective telecommunications and digital technology 
and services, no matter where they live. 

Encourage innovative and creative business growth, providing the human/creative capital to address 
communication challenges and implement innovative solutions; Open up the region to wider state, national 
and international markets, improving visibility, visitation and investment to subsequently improve 
communication networks. 

 

Importantly, innovation is identified as paramount to regional growth as technology advances and challenges shift alongside associated demographic and economic changes. 
Fostering innovation is imperative to any region’s success into the future. “Australians need to be better collaborators if the business community is to capitalise on 
opportunities in regional areas arising from advancing technology”1. In innovative regions, government’s role is to ‘nudge’ the market to intervene effectively in five main 
ways: 

 

 
 
1 Chrissy Arthur, ABC News, Innovation is the key to regional growth: Chief scientist says, Updated 24 Jun 2016, 12:46pm -http://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-06-24/regional-future-conference-innovation-key-to-growth/7539984   

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-06-24/regional-future-conference-innovation-key-to-growth/7539984
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Table 7 – Government roles for facilitating innovation 

1. Adjust business climate and institutions 
Pro-enterprise and pro-productivity reforms can protect IP and reduce the regulatory time and cost burden on innovative businesses. Public consultations are used to help identify areas 
for reform and pro-commercialisation approaches can incentivise universities to shift from R&D to commercialisation. Government land use adaptions and support for anchor institutions 
can provide the catalyst to help foster the innovation ecosystem. 
2. Address infrastructure gaps 
Governments can provide the general and specialised infrastructure for new technologies to be tested and taken to market. This includes improved transport connections, better energy 
and data systems, high-speed broadband networks and university partnerships that grow the number of graduates in emerging fields. 
3. Tackle investment deficits 
Governments have a role in encouraging capital allocation and investment flows towards growth companies and intangible assets. The scale of investment varies, but public ‘voucher’ 
programs that support specific innovation sectors are a commonly used mechanism. The top innovation regions support this with a clear evidence-based proposition about their region’s 
competitive strengths and investment readiness that includes how their assets can be optimised for the new economy.  
4. Gear up for global competitiveness 
Global leaders have talent attraction and retention strategies that address the global competition between markets for high value firms and skilled workers. They attract high-skilled 
migration and support them to set up businesses and access resources in the region by increasing the visibility of the innovation within the region, tackling the migration and investment 
barriers, and championing reforms. 
5. Correct information and coordination failures 
Building the innovation identity and reputation of the region is a task that can be led by government in alliance with industry players. Brokering networks enables actors to come together, 
build trust and improve information about innovation opportunities. Leading innovation regions adopt strategies that make the innovation process more visible and accessible to outsiders 
to improve the success rate of start-ups. Branding of strategies and emerging locations is a method that signals to the market that innovation is occurring. They also coordinate state and 
federal level innovation efforts. 

Although the change required to address these needs is in its relative infancy in the region, the importance of innovation to growth is evidenced by the development of the 
Great Southern Regional Partnership Innovation Roadmap and in the strategic objectives and imperatives identified in the Great Southern Regional Investment Blueprint. A 
2013 Keston Technologies analysis2 explored the factors that influence the success of innovation in regional areas of WA and provide recommendations for state government 
strategies to stimulate regional innovation and add value. It set out 14 recommendations on policy and directions, roles and responsibilities, regional planning, networks, 
facilitation, access to funding, knowledge and expertise, risk, collaboration, R&D capacity, and infrastructure. Many of these recommendations parallel the intentions behind 
the proposed intervention for the value-add sector: 

• Recommendation 5: appointment of, and funding of, an Innovation Champion in each region (a parallel role to the proposed Growth Champion); 
• Recommendation 6: increase awareness and accessibility of innovation funding in regional Western Australia (facilitate access to funding for value-adders); 
• Recommendation 8: promote and roll-out virtual tools throughout regional Western Australia (promotion of technologies); 
• Recommendation 11: enhance collaboration between broad stakeholders and to facilitate linkages that match capabilities to problems (coordination); 
• Recommendation 12: invest in R&D capacity in line with the comparative advantages of the region (R&D linkages); 
• Recommendation 13: facilitate the identification of regional-specific infrastructure required to support and facilitate innovation (identify infrastructure gaps. 

 
 
2 Keston Technologies, Analysis into Successful Innovation in Regional Western Australia, July 2013 
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A1.4 Consultation outcomes and case studies 

As part of the development of this business case, a questionnaire was sent to 15 existing or future value-add producers in the South Coast region, covering various industries 
and sectors, including: 

Table 8. Value-add sectors consulted 

Food and beverage Textiles and construction materials 
• Bakeries 
• Breweries 
• Abattoirs 

• Fish processors 
• Pet food producers 

• Ready-made meal producers 
• Primary producers’ cooperative 

• Hemp 
• Flax 

Responses provided further insights into current value-add activity, the proportion of inputs sourced from the region, expansion intentions, barriers to expansion, 
requirements to overcome barriers, core markets and market reach and supply chains. 

These insights have been combined into various example industry categories in order to illustrate the potential from enabling enhanced value-add add in the region rather 
than to focus on any one secondary producer or industry sector. The examples are not intended to represent specific secondary producers, but all contain elements of 
existing plans for expansion in the region. These examples have been used as inputs for economic modelling. 

Bakery 
Table 9 - Example value-adder – bakery 

Scale Small 
Reach / Market 50% regional; 50% state (Perth) 
Current Products • Flour 

• Bread 
• Baked Goods 
• Pasta 

Use of Regional Produce • Great Southern grain milled in-house for flour 
• Flour used in bread, baked goods and pasta 
• Excess bran used in breakfast granola 
• Great Southern fruits and vegetables used in bread and baked goods 

Approximate Proportion of Primary 
Produce Input from Region 

75% 

Expansion Desires • Shelf stable pasta 
• Ready-made meals 

Expansion Outcomes • Revenue diversification 
• Revenue growth 
• Job growth 

Core Barriers to Expansion • Business / strategic planning 
• Distribution logistics 
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• Equipment capital 
• Staffing 
• Knowing what grants, programs and consultants are available that are specific to the sector 

Expansion Requirements • Larger stone mill 
• Pasta drying equipment 
• Training / speaking to other industry players that have achieved similar goals 
• Capital / investment 

Core Supply Chain Requirements 
(External) 

• Primary producers 
• Distribution 

Risk Narrative • No major risk – business as usual 
FTE Jobs by 2030  
(If barriers removed / expansion 
facilitated) 

Existing (direct): 10 
Shopfront (new direct): 4 
Production (new direct): 6 
Primary production (new indirect): 2 
Distribution (new indirect): 2 
Total Direct: 20 
Total Indirect: 4 

CAPEX by 2030  
(If barriers removed / expansion 
facilitated) 

Larger shop / renovations: $60,000 
Warehouse / production facility and fit-out: $300,000 
Larger mill: $20,000 
Pasta dryer: $10,000 
Ancillary equipment: $10,000 
Total CAPEX: $400,000 

 

Brewery 
Table 10 - Example value-adder – brewery 

Scale Small - Medium 
Reach / Market 50% regional; 30% state; 20% interstate 
Current Products • Beer 
Use of Regional Produce • Regional grains 

• Regional flavours / additives (e.g. roasted coffee, oysters, dairy, etc.) 
Approximate Proportion of Primary 
Produce Input from Region 

25% 

Expansion Desires • Expanded production capacity 
• Expanded canning/bottling capacity 
• Expanded distribution network 

Expansion Outcomes • Revenue growth 
• Job growth 
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• International market reach 
Core Barriers to Expansion • Business / strategic planning 

• Distribution logistics 
• Equipment capital 
• Staffing 
• Knowing what grants, programs and consultants are available that are specific to the sector 

Expansion Requirements • Expanded production equipment 
• Larger production / canning facility 
• Expanded canning equipment 
• Capital / investment 

Core Supply Chain Requirements 
(External) 

• Primary producers 
• Distribution 

Risk Narrative • No major risk – business as usual 
FTE Jobs by 2030  
(If barriers removed / expansion 
facilitated) 

Existing (direct): 10 
Bar (new direct): 2 
Production / canning (new direct): 6 
Primary production (new indirect): 2 
Sellers / retail (new indirect): 2 
Distribution (new indirect): 6 
Total Direct: 18 
Total Indirect: 10 

CAPEX by 2030  
(If barriers removed / expansion 
facilitated) 

Larger production / canning facility and fit-out: $300,000 
Production equipment: $70,000 
Canning equipment: $100,000 
Ancillary equipment: $30,000 
Total CAPEX: $500,000 

 

Fish production / canning 
Table 11 - Example value-adder – fish production/canning 

Scale Medium - Large 
Reach / Market 30% regional; 50% state; 20% interstate 
Current Products • Raw fish fillets 

• Ready-to-eat marinated fillets 
• Raw crumbed fillets 
• Canned products 

Use of Regional Produce • Locally caught fish 
Approximate Proportion of Primary 
Produce Input from Region 

90% 
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Expansion Desires • Expanded production capacity 
• Expanded canning capacity 
• Export approval 
• New products 
• Knowing what grants, programs and consultants are available that are specific to the sector 

Expansion Outcomes • Revenue diversification 
• Revenue growth 
• Job growth 
• International market reach 

Core Barriers to Expansion • Export requirements 
• Resource security / rapid regulatory changes with lack of notification 
• Equipment capital 
• Staffing 

Expansion Requirements • Expanded production / packaging facility 
• Expanded canning / packaging equipment 
• Capital / investment 

Core Supply Chain Requirements 
(External) 

• Distribution 

Risk Narrative • Risk of rapidly enforced restrictions / policy changes impacting the main species of fish caught / used 
FTE Jobs by 2030  
(If barriers removed / expansion 
facilitated) 

Existing (direct): 40 
Fishing (new direct): 10 
Production / canning (new direct): 20 
Sellers / retail (new indirect): 5 
Distribution (new indirect): 8 
Total Direct: 70 
Total Indirect: 13 

CAPEX by 2030  
(If barriers removed / expansion 
facilitated) 

Expanded production / canning facility and fit-out: $1,000,000 
Production equipment: $200,000 
Canning equipment: $200,000 
Ancillary equipment: $100,000 
Total CAPEX: $1,500,000 

 

Abattoir 
Table 12 - Example value-adder – abattoir 

Scale Large 
Reach / Market 10% regional / state; 90% international (90 countries worldwide) 
Current Products • Frozen lamb 

• Meat meal 
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• Blood meal 
• Tallow 
• Wool 
• Skins 

Use of Regional Produce • Locally reared lamb 
Approximate Proportion of Primary 
Produce Input from Region 

100% 

Expansion Desires • Expanded product range (frozen meat meal for export to pet food processors in the US) 
• Higher value application of existing waste product 
• Slaughterhouse floor expansion 

Expansion Outcomes • Revenue diversification 
• Revenue growth 
• Job growth 
• International market diversification 
• Addressing high demand international market 
• Knowing what grants, programs and consultants are available that are specific to the sector 

Core Barriers to Expansion • Trade restrictions / geopolitical tensions 
• Export requirements / export licence restrictions 
• Equipment capital 
• Staffing 

Expansion Requirements • Refit of existing warehouse space 
• New plate freezers 
• Screw conveyors 
• Ancillary equipment fit-out 
• Building / storage expansion / redevelopment 

Core Supply Chain Requirements 
(External) 

• Distribution (shipping only) 
• Storage (port only) 

Risk Narrative • Risk of trade disruption (geopolitical, COVID-19, other) and export licence restricting sale to local markets when international trade 
disrupted – heavy impact on output and jobs. 

FTE Jobs by 2030  
(If barriers removed / expansion 
facilitated) 

Existing (direct): 300 (seasonal average) 
Existing (indirect employment multiplier): 1,140 
Processing (new direct): 73 
Distribution (new direct): 6 
Industry employment multiplier (new indirect): 300 
Total Direct: 379 
Total Indirect: 1,440 

CAPEX by 2030  
(If barriers removed / expansion 
facilitated) 

Meat meal expansion: $2,000,000 
Slaughterhouse expansion: $4,000,000 
Total CAPEX: $6,000,000 
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Ready Meals 
Table 23 - Example value-adder – ready meals 

Scale Large 
Reach / Market 5% regional; 50% state; 45% interstate 
Current Products • Ready-made pork meals 

• Marinated pork 
• Ready-made chicken meals 
• Marinated chicken 

Use of Regional Produce • Locally reared pork 
• Locally reared chicken 
• Some locally sourced feed inputs 

Approximate Proportion of Primary 
Produce Input from Region 

80% 

Expansion Desires • Expanded production capacity 
• Export approval 
• New products 

Expansion Outcomes • Revenue diversification 
• Revenue growth 
• Job growth 
• International market reach 

Core Barriers to Expansion • Export requirements 
• Equipment capital 
• Staffing 

Expansion Requirements • Expanded production / packaging facility 
• Capital / investment 

Core Supply Chain Requirements 
(External) 

• Distribution (excluding first stage) 
• Storage (excluding first stage) 
• Retailers 
• Knowing what grants, programs and consultants are available that are specific to the sector 

Risk Narrative • No major risk factors for local market (existing operations). Trade restrictions could impact future international markets. 
FTE Jobs by 2030  
(If barriers removed / expansion 
facilitated) 

Existing (direct): 500 
Existing (indirect employment multiplier): 1,900 
Processing (new direct): 150 
Distribution (new direct): 20 
Industry employment multiplier (new indirect): 646 
Total Direct: 670 
Total Indirect: 2,546 
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CAPEX by 2030  
(If barriers removed / expansion 
facilitated) 

Facility expansion: $5,000,000 
Equipment: $3,500,000 
Ancillary: $1,500,000 
Total CAPEX: $10,000,000 

 

A1.5 Identified gaps and barriers 
Based on the literature review outlined above and the consultations that have been undertaken, key gaps and barriers can be summarised as follows: 

Table 34 - Gaps and barriers identified through consultations and literature review 

Gaps and Barriers Role of Government / Advocates 
No independent advocacy or R&D base in the 
region for the sector 

• Advocate for / assist in the establishment of a regional champion. 
• Advocate for greater industry collaboration. 

Regional staff shortages 

• Assist in promotion of the region to attract key workers. 
• Assist local and state government efforts to address staff shortages across all relevant industries. 
• Advocate for increased government investment in diversified and affordable accommodation options to attract key workers. 
• Advocate for expedited accommodation options to support increased interest in relocating to regional Australia (as driven by 

COVID-19). 
• Advocate for / identify strategies to attract immigrants to support value-add producer staffing requirements. 

Lack of effective business planning 

• Assist in the identification of key barriers / issues associated with value-add expansion planning. 
• Advocate for additional government assistance / investment in professional services to assist value-adders with business 

planning needs. 
• Directly assist value-add producers in business planning to better identify, realise and/or expedite expansion goals. 

Lack of capital for large-scale expansion / 
equipment purchasing • Advocate for enhanced government funding schemes, including larger pools of available funds for region’s private sector. 

Unpredictable customer patterns – difficult to 
predict stock to make or buy / changing 
customer base 

• Assist in the promotion of regional value-add products. 
• Assist in or advocate for the development of inclusive and diverse marketing strategies. 
• Assist in market identification and regular monitoring of changing consumer behaviours / trends. 

Disrupted supply chains (e.g. COVID-19 and 
China trade issues) 

• Assist in the identification of key regional challenges / barriers and assist in the development of relevant strategies to overcome 
them. 

• Assist in aligning value-add producers with relevant supply chain needs. 
Export restrictions and or policies / licences 
which reduce value-add producers’ ability to 
adapt to market changes (e.g. COVID-19, trade 
disputes, etc.) 

• Advocate for fairer government policies that remove export/trade barriers and allow greater flexibility in the ability to sell 
between local and overseas markets. 
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Appendix 2 – Glossary of economic development terms 
 

Table 15 – Glossary of Economic Development Terms 

Additional Output / Output effect Additional economic output (i.e. business conducted) in dollars due to changes to a particular industry or business.  
Additional Employment  Additional jobs created due to changes to a particular industry or business.  
Additional Wages and Salaries  Additional wages created due to changes to a particular industry or business, due to either to new jobs being created, or changes to 

existing jobs resulting in pay rises due to higher skillsets being required.  
Additional Value-added  The increase in value (measured in dollars) that a business or industry creates by improving an input product (for example, adding 

value to wheat by baking it into bread).  
Consumption  The act of goods and/or services bought by people, with value measured in dollars.  
Consumption effect  Measures the change in consumption for all goods and services arising from the increase in output (i.e. the increases in good or 

services being produced). 
Direct impact  The impact that directly results from changes to a particular industry or business. Can apply to jobs, output, wages, etc.  
FTE (Full Time Equivalent) The equivalent of one person working full time (for example, two part time employees may make up the hours of one FTE).  
Indirect impact / Supply chain 
effect 

Refers to the impact that changes to a particular industry or business create indirectly on all stages of the supply chain. Essentially a 
“ripple effect” of the direct impact.  

Supply Chain  A network between a company and its suppliers that shows how a specific product or service is made and then distributed to the 
final consumer. 
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Appendix 3 – Economic impact analysis – Additional detail 
Methodology: 

Economic impact analysis conducted utilised a ‘goal seek’ approach to identify the potential impacts of investment in five example businesses (see tables 16 -18)  across 
the South Coast region. The analysis drew on available information regarding: 

• Capital expenditure required to value add project or initiative; and  
• Potential new jobs enabled by value-add project or initiative.  

 This information was analysed by a regional input output model to produce potential additional output, employment, wages and salaries and value add to the regional 
economy by the year 2030. While this project is focused on the four South Coast Alliance councils, economic impact analysis utilise the Great Southern region as a 
functional economy, recognising that impacts and supply chains are likely to involve other centres throughout the Great Southern region. In addition, potential funders are 
likely to recognise the Great Southern region as a functional economy and utilise aligned data for their own assessment and impact reporting.  

Table 16 – Estimated impact change from direct jobs by 2030 

Input - Output summary   
 

      

 
 
 
Bakery 
 
 
 
  

Impact Summary Direct Effect Supply-Chain Effect Consumption Effect Total Effect 

Output ($M) $4.03 $2.01 $1.11 $7.15 

Employment (Jobs FTE) 10 4.09 2.52 16.61 

Wages and Salaries ($M) $0.76 $0.45 $0.26 $1.47 

Value-added ($M) $1.93 $0.92 $0.63 $3.49 

          

 
 
Brewery 
  
  

Impact Summary Direct Effect Supply-Chain Effect Consumption Effect Total Effect 

Output ($M) $4.87 $2.69 $1.21 $8.76 

Employment (Jobs) 10 6 3 19 

Wages and Salaries ($M) $0.79 $0.54 $0.28 $1.61 

Value-added ($M) $1.64 $1.23 $0.69 $3.56 

          

Fish production 

Impact Summary Direct Effect Supply-Chain Effect Consumption Effect Total Effect 

Output ($M) $17.03 $9.47 $4.07 $30.57 

Employment (Jobs) 30 20 11 61 

Wages and Salaries ($M) $2.58 $1.89 $0.94 $5.41 

Value-added ($M) $5.61 $4.33 $2.33 $12.26 
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Abattoir 

Impact Summary Direct Effect Supply-Chain Effect Consumption Effect Total Effect 

Output ($M) $29.19 $15.76 $4.68 $49.63 

Employment (Jobs) 79 31 12 122 

Wages and Salaries ($M) $1.90 $3.24 $1.09 $6.23 

Value-added ($M) $13.04 $7.04 $2.68 $22.76 

          

 
 
 
Ready Meals 

Impact Summary Direct Effect Supply-Chain Effect Consumption Effect Total Effect 

Output ($M) $79.78 $25.73 $10.48 $115.99 

Employment (Jobs) 170 52 27 249 

Wages and Salaries ($M) $6.66 $4.85 $2.43 $13.94 

Value-added ($M) $49.29 $11.43 $5.99 $66.71 

 
 
 
Total 
  
  
  
  
  
  

          

Impact Summary Direct Effect Supply-Chain Effect Consumption Effect Total Effect 

Output ($M) $134.89 $55.66 $21.55 $212.10 

Employment (Jobs) $299.00 $113.09 $55.52 $467.61 

Wages and Salaries ($M) $12.69 $10.97 $4.99 $28.65 

Value-added ($M) $71.51 $24.95 $12.31 $108.77 

          

Source: Remplan 2021 

Table 17– Estimated impact change from capital expenditure by 2030 

 
Impact Summary Direct Effect Supply-Chain Effect Consumption Effect Total Effect 

Bakery Output ($M) $0.40 $0.22 $0.10 $0.72 

Employment (Jobs) 1 0 0 1 

Wages and Salaries ($M) $0.06 $0.04 $0.02 $0.13 

Value-added ($M) $0.13 $0.10 $0.06 $0.29 
           
Brewery Impact Summary Direct Effect Supply-Chain Effect Consumption Effect Total Effect 

Output ($M) $0.50 $0.28 $0.12 $0.90 

Employment (Jobs) 1 1 0 2 
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Wages and Salaries ($M) $0.08 $0.06 $0.03 $0.16 

Value-added ($M) $0.17 $0.13 $0.07 $0.36 
           
Fish production Impact Summary Direct Effect Supply-Chain Effect Consumption Effect Total Effect 

Output ($M) $1.50 $0.83 $0.36 $2.69 

Employment (Jobs) 3 2 1 6 

Wages and Salaries ($M) $0.23 $0.17 $0.08 $0.48 

Value-added ($M) $0.49 $0.38 $0.21 $1.08 
           
Abattoir Impact Summary Direct Effect Supply-Chain Effect Consumption Effect Total Effect 

Output ($M) $6.00 $3.24 $0.96 $10.20 

Employment (Jobs) 16 6 2 24 

Wages and Salaries ($M) $0.39 $0.67 $0.22 $1.28 

Value-added ($M) $2.68 $1.45 $0.55 $4.68 
           
Ready meals Impact Summary Direct Effect Supply-Chain Effect Consumption Effect Total Effect 

Output ($M) $10.00 $3.23 $1.31 $14.54 

Employment (Jobs) 21 6 3 30 

Wages and Salaries ($M) $0.84 $0.61 $0.30 $1.75 

Value-added ($M) $6.18 $1.43 $0.75 $8.36 
           
Total Impact Summary Direct Effect Supply-Chain Effect Consumption Effect Total Effect 

Output ($M) $18.40 $7.80 $2.85 $29.05 

Employment (Jobs) $42.00 $15.00 $6.00 $63.00 

Wages and Salaries ($M) $1.59 $1.54 $0.66 $3.79 

Value-added ($M) $9.65 $3.49 $1.63 $14.77 
Source: Remplan 2021 
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Table 18 – Total estimated impact by 2030 

Bakery 
Impact Summary Direct Effect Supply-Chain Effect Consumption Effect Total Effect 

Output ($M) $4.43 $2.24 $1.20 $7.87 

Employment (Jobs) $11.00 $4.09 $2.52 $17.61 

Wages and Salaries ($M) $0.83 $0.49 $0.28 $1.60 

Value-added ($M) $2.07 $1.03 $0.69 $3.78 
           
Brewery Impact Summary Direct Effect Supply-Chain Effect Consumption Effect Total Effect 

Output ($M) $5.37 $2.96 $1.33 $9.66 

Employment (Jobs) $11.00 $7.00 $3.00 $21.00 

Wages and Salaries ($M) $0.87 $0.59 $0.31 $1.77 

Value-added ($M) $1.81 $1.35 $0.76 $3.92 
           
Fish production Impact Summary Direct Effect Supply-Chain Effect Consumption Effect Total Effect 

Output ($M) $18.53 $10.30 $4.43 $33.26 

Employment (Jobs) $33.00 $22.00 $12.00 $67.00 

Wages and Salaries ($M) $2.81 $2.06 $1.03 $5.89 

Value-added ($M) $6.10 $4.71 $2.53 $13.34 
           
Abattoir Impact Summary Direct Effect Supply-Chain Effect Consumption Effect Total Effect 

Output ($M) $35.19 $19.00 $5.64 $59.83 

Employment (Jobs) $95.00 $37.00 $14.00 $146.00 

Wages and Salaries ($M) $2.29 $3.91 $1.31 $7.51 

Value-added ($M) $15.72 $8.49 $3.23 $27.43 
           
Ready meals Impact Summary Direct Effect Supply-Chain Effect Consumption Effect Total Effect 

Output ($M) $89.78 $28.96 $11.79 $130.53 

Employment (Jobs) $191.00 $58.00 $30.00 $279.00 

Wages and Salaries ($M) $7.50 $5.46 $2.73 $15.68 

Value-added ($M) $55.47 $12.87 $6.74 $75.07 
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Total Impact Summary Direct Effect Supply-Chain Effect Consumption Effect Total Effect 

Output ($M) $153.29 $63.46 $24.40 $241.15 

Employment (Jobs) $341.00 $128.09 $61.52 $530.61 

Wages and Salaries ($M) $14.28 $12.51 $5.65 $32.44 

Value-added ($M) $81.16 $28.44 $13.94 $123.54 
Source: Remplan 2021 
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Appendix 4 – Options assessment  
Based on the gaps and barriers identified above, potential project options have emerged and are prioritised based on their suitability as a standalone project that can readily 
be implemented by the SCA. Prioritisation is based on several key criteria: 

1. Level of effort / ease of implementation. 
2. Timeframe for implementation. 
3. Capital investment requirements. 
4. Interdependencies. 
5. Stakeholder perceptions. 

 

Table 19  – Potential options for addressing constraints 

Option Key Benefits Key Issues 

Establish a regional secondary 
producers' association / group 

• Strong interdependencies; ability to identify and 
address all other challenges 

• Potential for on-going activity 

• Difficulty in attracting / retaining members 
• Difficulty in maintaining financial viability and sustainability 
• Differing committee/board priorities overcomplicate procedures priorities 
• Failed efforts by other regional associations reduce stakeholder/public perceptions 

of effectiveness  

Instate a regional Growth 
Champion for a limited period 

• Strong interdependencies; ability to identify and 
address all other challenges 

• Time-limited activity 
• Can facilitate greater ongoing industry collaboration 
• Can improve potential for / perceptions of the region’s 

value-add sector 

• Difficult role for engaged champion 
• Ongoing benefits beyond three year period unclear (dependent on effectiveness of 

champion) 

Address regional staff 
shortages 

• Addresses identified regional challenges well beyond 
value-add sector 

• Addressing accommodation shortages 
• Effective regional marketing / promotion 
• High capital investment requirements 
• Long timeframe to effectively address 

Assist in secondary producer 
business planning 

• Development of effective, individual and targeted 
growth strategies  

• Ongoing effort / time requirements 

Align secondary producers 
with suitable available grants • Access to investment/growth funding • Ongoing effort / time requirements 

Align secondary producers 
with suitable training / 
development programs 

• Access to development / growth programs • Ongoing effort / time requirements 

Align secondary producers 
with suitable consultants 

• Access to quality consultants that are well aligned to 
target audience needs 

• Ongoing effort / time requirements 
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Advocate for improved 
government policy / 
regulation  

• Reduced trade restrictions / barriers 
• Ongoing effort / time requirements 
• Poor government stakeholder perceptions 

Advocate for enhanced 
funding programs • Access to investment/growth funding • Ongoing effort / time requirements 

Improve regional produce 
marketing efforts • Access to broader market audiences 

• Ongoing effort / time requirements 
• Costly establishment / engagement of appropriate agency 

Difficult to fairly promote regional produce (across all sectors) 
 

Table 20 – Option prioritisation 

Option Effort/Ease Capital Req. Time to Implement Interdependencies Perceptions Score 
Establish regional secondary producers' 
association / group 

0.3 0.6 0.6 1.0 0.2 0.54 

Instate a regional Growth Champion 0.5 0.7 0.7 1.0 0.7 0.72 
Address regional staff shortages 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 1.0 0.32 
Assist in secondary producer business 
planning 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.7 0.40 

Align secondary producers with suitable 
available grants 

0.2 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.7 0.34 

Align secondary producers with suitable 
training / development programs 

0.2 0.4 0.1 0.3 0.8 0.36 

Align secondary producers with suitable 
consultants 

0.2 0.4 0.1 0.3 0.6 0.32 

Advocate for improved government policy 
/ regulation  

0.1 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.28 

Advocate for enhanced funding programs 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.32 
Improve regional produce marketing 
efforts 

0.1 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.6 0.30 

  

The option that scores most highly is that of appointing a Growth Champion to drive the coordination and leadership of value-adding capacity building within the region. The 
Growth Champion would be engaged on a time-limited basis to work with the sector throughout the region, provide coordination and advocacy and facilitate investment.   
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Appendix 5 – Sector overview 
A2.1 Value-add in Australia 
The food and beverage sector is Australia’s largest manufacturing industry, accounting for 32% of the country’s total manufacturing turnover. According to the Australian 
Food and Grocery Council’s 2019 State of the Industry report, the food and beverage, grocery and fresh produce sector is worth $122 billion. The industry is made up of 
15,000 businesses of all sizes that employ over 273,000 people. Significantly, it’s the heart of regional Australia, with 39% of these employees living in regional and rural 
communities. Together, these businesses supply a diverse range of products, including meat, grains, dairy, fruits, vegetables, seafood, confectionery, beverages (including 
wine), and they cover all distribution channels, from retail to food service and food ingredients. According to Statista3, revenue in the food & beverages segment is projected 
to reach US$4,663m in 2021. Revenue is expected to show an annual growth rate (CAGR 2021-2025) of 6.66%, resulting in a projected market volume of US$6,036m by 
2025. It is expected that 96% of total market revenue will be generated through online sales by 2023. 

As described by the Australian Government Department of Industry, Science, Energy and Resources4, Australia has an international reputation for producing premium, safe 
and high-quality products. Close proximity to Asian markets and a reputation as a trusted exporter of premium goods continues to drive growth. Successful high value food 
and beverage manufacturing projects can build better return for farmers and agriculture producers. The sector has demonstrated resilience throughout the COVID-19 
pandemic by being agile and through access to cutting-edge research and innovation expertise. 

With the world’s population projected to reach 9.8 billion by 2050, there is increasing opportunity for Australia’s food and beverage manufacturers to access new consumers 
and markets by leveraging the sector’s reputation and capability. 

A2.2 South Coast regional context 
It is difficult to isolate value-add (secondary) producers/processors from the list of available industries in the literature, particularly for the food and beverage sector. Food 
and beverage value-adding is spread across three key industries:  
 
• Manufacturing (e.g. canning, brewing, packaging, factory based operations),  
• Agriculture, forestry & fishing (e.g. secondary processing by primary producers such as fruit growers), and  
• Accommodation & food services (e.g. bakeries, restaurants, cafes, bars).  
 
However, most food and beverage production is categorised within the manufacturing industry.  
 
The following charts and tables provide an overview of industry outputs, value-add, net exports, gross regional product, and jobs in an economic context5. 
  

 
 
3 https://www.statista.com/outlook/dmo/ecommerce/food-personal-care/food-beverages/australia  
4 Australian Government Department of Industry, Science, Energy and Resources, Food and Beverage National Manufacturing Priority Road Map 
5 REMPLAN 2021 

https://www.statista.com/outlook/dmo/ecommerce/food-personal-care/food-beverages/australia
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Table 21 – Industry overview – South Coast region 

Jobs Output 
Of the South Coast region’s total 20,165 jobs, the highest number (13.4%) are in health care 
& social assistance, followed by retail trade (11.9%) and agriculture, forestry & fishing 
(11.0%). 6.8% of total sub-regional jobs are in accommodation and food services. This is in 
contrast to the wider Great Southern region (with agriculture, forestry & fishing leading at 
16.4%). 

Albany skews these data, with leading job creating industries in health care & social 
assistance (15.1%), retail trade 13.3%) and education & training (11.2%). Denmark’s highest 
job creating industries are in education & training (13.2%), accommodation & food services 
(12.9%) and agriculture, forestry & fishing (12.7%). For Plantagenet, by a large margin leading 
industries are agriculture, forestry & fishing (28.4%) and manufacturing (22.9%). For 
Jerramungup, agriculture, forestry & fishing leads (60.4%), with all other industries 
contributing below 5.9% (accommodation & food services). 

 
Figure 2 – Industry jobs 

Of the South Coast region’s total $7.3m industry output, the highest value (14.6%) is in 
construction, followed by manufacturing (13.8%) and agriculture, forestry & fishing (12.9%). 
4.2% of total sub-regional output is in accommodation and food services. This is in contrast 
to the wider Great Southern region (with agriculture, forestry & fishing leading at 18.0%). 

Albany skews these data, with leading output industries in construction (15.9%), rental, 
hiring & real estate services (11.3%) and manufacturing (10.5%). Denmark’s highest output 
industries are in construction (17.5%), agriculture, forestry & fishing (14.1%) and rental, 
hiring & real estate services (13.1%). For Plantagenet, by a large margin leading industries 
are manufacturing (36.7%) and agriculture, forestry & fishing (25.3%). For Jerramungup, 
agriculture, forestry & fishing leads (58.6%), with all other industries contributing below 6.3% 
(manufacturing). 

 
Figure 3 – Industry Output 
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Value-Added Net Exports 
Of the South Coast region’s total $3.4m industry value-added, the highest value (16.2%) is in 
rental, hiring & real estate services, followed by agriculture, forestry & fishing (11.7%) and 
construction (9.2%). 3.4% of total sub-regional value-added is in accommodation and food 
services. This is in contrast to the wider Great Southern region (with agriculture, forestry & 
fishing leading at 15.9%). 

Albany skews these data, with leading value-added industries in rental, hiring & real estate 
services (16.1%), construction (9.8%), and health care & social assistance (9.5%). Denmark’s 
highest value-added industries are in rental, hiring & real estate services (20.0%), agriculture, 
forestry & fishing (12.6%) and construction (10.2%). For Plantagenet, by a large margin 
leading industries are agriculture, forestry & fishing (28.0%) and manufacturing (18.1%). For 
Jerramungup, agriculture, forestry & fishing leads (52.8%), with all other industries 
contributing well below 12.5% (rental, hiring & real estate services). 

 
Figure 4 – Industry value-added 

South Coast Regional net export value is $465.2m, with agriculture, forestry & fishing 
contributing the greatest value at $372.5m (80.1%). Other strong net export industries are 
manufacturing ($92.6m), education & training ($56.1) and electricity, gas, water & waste 
services ($40.4m). The accommodation and food services industry has a net export value of 
$12.5m. Together, the four South Cost Alliance local government areas cover 83.5% of the 
wider Great Southern’s regional net exports, with the largest contributors Albany ($206.7m) 
and Plantagenet ($152.6m). 

The most valuable net export industry in Albany, Denmark and Jerramungup is agriculture, 
forestry & fishing ($231.6m, $38.7m and $65.5m, respectively), in Plantagenet it is 
manufacturing ($165.0m). Low value industries in the South Coast region (net importers) 
include construction (-$55.1m), rental, hiring & real estate services (-$43.2m) and financial 
& insurance services (-$39.2m). 

 
Figure 5 – Industry net exports ($ millions) 
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Gross Regional Product (GRP) 
The South Coast region’s GRP is estimated at $3.64 billion (REMPLAN 2021), or an 80.6% share of the Great Southern regional total ($4.52B) and 1.2% of the state total ($316.3B). Of the 
South Coast region’s GRP, Albany was the largest contributor at 78.2% ($2.85B). Denmark and Plantagent contributed 9.4% and 9.7% of the subregion’s GRP, respectively, with Jerramungup 
contributing the remaining 2.7%. 

However, per capita GRP was highest in Jerramungup ($89,420), followed by Albany ($77,887), Plantagenet ($69,646) and Denmark ($58,490). Per worker GRP was more evenly distributed, 
at $180,719 for the South Coast region (led by Albany and Denmark). 

 
Figure 6 – Per capita and worker GRP/GSP/GDP 
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Appendix 6 – Potential funding sources – Additional detail 
Table 22 – Additional potential funding sources  

Funder What they fund / relevance $ available Priority Suggested next action 
Regional Economic 
Development Grants 

For GC and SMEs: invests in community-driven 
projects that support efforts to create long-term 
economic growth and job sustainability in regions. 
Matched dollar-for-dollar. 

Up to $250,000 per 
project. 

H Engage with GSDC and position for 
future rounds. 

Cooperative Research 
Centres Projects (CRC-P) 
Grants 

For GC and SMEs: short-term (up to 3 years), 
industry-led collaborations to:  

- develop a product, service or process that 
will solve problems for industry and 
deliver real outcomes 

- benefit small to medium enterprises 
(SMEs) 

- include education and training activities. 

Up to $3 million per 
project. 

H Engage with 
Australian government 
representatives and position for 
future rounds. 

Regional New Industries 
Fund 

For GC: provide grants across the nine regions of 
Western Australia to support venture creation, 
accelerate small-medium enterprise growth and 
seed innovation initiatives. 

No maximum, but 
likely less than 
$250,000 per project. 

M Engage with DPIRD to position for 
when new rounds announced. 

Building Better Regions 
Fund 

For GC and SMEs: create jobs, drive economic 
growth and build stronger regional communities 
into the future. Two streams: infrastructure, and 
community investments. Matched dollar-for-
dollar. 

Up to $10million per 
project 

M Engage with Australian government 
to position for when new rounds 
announced. 

Grants for Asian Export 
Market 

For SMEs: to better equip WA agrifood exporting 
businesses to develop and implement strategies 
to capture export market opportunities and 
attract investment. Matched dollar-for-dollar. 

Up to $50,000 per 
application 

M Encourage value-add ventures to 
apply. 

Value Add Investment 
Grants 

For SMEs: to boost local food and beverage 
manufacturing and value adding. Focused on 
capital expenditure for expanding or relocating 
value-adding in WA. Matched dollar-for-dollar. 

Up to $750,000 per 
application 

M Encourage value-add ventures to 
apply. 

Coles Nurture Fund For SMEs:  Help producers, farmers and 
manufacturers to innovate and grow their 
business. Focused on differentiation, sustainable 

Up to $500,000 per 
application 

M Encourage value-add ventures to 
apply. 

http://www.drd.wa.gov.au/rfr/REDG/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.drd.wa.gov.au/rfr/REDG/Pages/default.aspx
https://business.gov.au/grants-and-programs/cooperative-research-centres-projects-crcp-grants
https://business.gov.au/grants-and-programs/cooperative-research-centres-projects-crcp-grants
https://business.gov.au/grants-and-programs/cooperative-research-centres-projects-crcp-grants
http://www.drd.wa.gov.au/projects/Economic-Development/Pages/regional_new_industries_fund.aspx
http://www.drd.wa.gov.au/projects/Economic-Development/Pages/regional_new_industries_fund.aspx
https://business.gov.au/grants-and-programs/building-better-regions-fund-community-investments-stream
https://business.gov.au/grants-and-programs/building-better-regions-fund-community-investments-stream
https://www.agric.wa.gov.au/agricultural-exports/grants-asian-market-export-program
https://www.agric.wa.gov.au/agricultural-exports/grants-asian-market-export-program
https://www.agric.wa.gov.au/VAIGrants
https://www.agric.wa.gov.au/VAIGrants
https://www.coles.com.au/about-coles/supporting-aussie-producers/coles-nurture-fund
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practices, extending growing seasons, improving 
productivity and reducing imports.  
 

Export Market 
Development Grants 

For SMEs: helps grow their exports in 
international markets through marketing and 
promoting their goods and services globally. 

Up to $150,000 per 
year, for up to three 
years 

M Encourage value-add ventures to 
apply. 

Growth Grants For SMEs: help improve specific business areas 
to improve the ability and skills of your business to 
trade. Matched dollar-for-dollar. 

Up to $20,000 per 
application 

M Encourage value-add ventures to 
apply. 

Agrifood and beverage 
voucher program 

For SMEs: to engage a consultant or technical 
expert to help grow their business through: 

- Business planning 
- Manufacturing 
- Sales and marketing 
- Financial health 
- Environmental sustainability and social 

responsibility 
Matched dollar-for-dollar. 

Up to $15,000 per 
business. 

M Encourage value-add ventures to 
apply. 

Innovation Connections For SMEs: to research an idea with commercial 
potential with the support of a facilitator and 
pairing with a researcher. 

Up to $50,000 per 
application 

M Encourage value-add ventures to 
apply. 

 
  

https://www.austrade.gov.au/australian/export/export-grants
https://www.austrade.gov.au/australian/export/export-grants
https://business.gov.au/grants-and-programs/growth-grants
https://www.agric.wa.gov.au/AFBvoucherprogram
https://www.agric.wa.gov.au/AFBvoucherprogram
https://business.gov.au/Grants-and-Programs/Innovation-Connections
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Appendix 7 – Supporting operational action plan 
The following action plan is indicative of the type of work to be undertaken by the engaged Growth Champion, with support as appropriate from key stakeholders. 

Table 23. Action plan for the proposed Growth Champion 

Action / Project / 
Initiative 

Description Resources Required Timeframe Relevant Partners and 
Stakeholders 

Operational Gap / Barrier Resolution 
Address regional staff 
shortages 

• Assist in promotion of the region to attract key workers. 
• Assist local and state government efforts to address staff shortages 

across all relevant industries. 
• Advocate for increased government investment in diversified and 

affordable accommodation options to attract key workers. 
• Advocate for expedited accommodation options to support 

increased interest in relocating to regional Australia (as driven by 
COVID-19. 

• Advocate for / identify strategies to attract immigrants to support 
value-add producer staffing requirements. 

• Internal resources 
• Human capital 
• Funding / investment / 

subsidies (e.g. reduced case-
by-case Council rates to 
attract developers) 

• Strategic planning 
• Collaboration  
• Policy / regulatory 

adjustment  

Month 6 – 
Month 36 

• GC, engaged sector 
companies 

• SCA 
• Local Government 
• State Government 
• Federal Government 
• Private investors 
• Developers 

Improve sector 
capacity for effective 
business planning 

• Assist in the identification of key barriers / issues associated with 
value-add expansion planning. 

• Advocate for additional government assistance / investment in 
professional services to assist value-adders with business planning 
needs. 

• Directly assist value-add producers in business planning to better 
identify, realise and/or expedite expansion goals. 

• Internal resources 
• Human capital 
• Collaboration 
• Funding / subsidy 
• Business planning 
• Professionals / consultants 

Month 6 - 
Month 36 

• GC, engaged sector 
companies 

• SCA 
• Local Government 
• State Government 
• Federal Government 
• Professionals / consultants 

Enable greater capacity 
to attract capital for 
large-scale expansion / 
equipment purchasing 

• Advocate for enhanced government funding schemes, including 
larger pools of available funds for region’s private sector. 

• Funding / investment / 
subsidies  

Month 6 - 
Month 36 

• GC, engaged sector 
companies 

• SCA 
• Local Government 
• State Government 
• Federal Government 
• Key industry players 

Improve sector 
adaptability to change 
/ fluctuation 

• Assist in the promotion of regional value-add products. 
• Assist in or advocate for the development of inclusive and diverse 

marketing strategies. 
• Assist in market identification and regular monitoring of changing 

consumer behaviours / trends. 
• Assist key players in identifying and developing most lucrative export 

markets with continued monitoring and adaptation to changes. 

• Internal resources 
• Human capital 
• Strategic planning 
• Business planning 
• Market planning 

Month 6 - 
Month 36 

• GC, engaged sector 
companies 

• SCA 
• Local Government 
• Key industry players 
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Improve supply chain 
conditions 

• Assist in the identification of key regional challenges / barriers and 
assist in the development of relevant strategies to overcome them. 

• Assist in aligning value-add producers with relevant supply chain 
needs. 

• Internal resources 
• Human capital 
• Collaboration  
• Strategic planning 
• Business planning 
• Industry consultations 

Month 6 - 
Month 36 

• GC, engaged sector 
companies 

• SCA 
• Local Government 
• Key industry players 

Reduce political 
barriers 

• Advocate for fairer government policies that remove export/trade 
barriers and allow greater flexibility in the ability to sell between 
local and overseas markets. 

• Advocate for improved notification of key policy changes that may 
affect industry performance (e.g. agriculture, fisheries, or forestry 
legislation). 

• Internal resources 
• Human capital 
• Strategic planning 

Month 6 - 
Month 36 

• GC, engaged sector 
companies 

• SCA 
• Local Government 
• State Government 
• Federal Government 
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